
2 SPECIAL OPERATIONS SQUADRON 
 

 
 
MISSION 
 
LINEAGE 
Company B, 2 Balloon Squadron organized, 25 Sep 1917 
Redesignated 2 Balloon Company, 19 Jun 1918 
Redesignated Balloon School Detachment, 30 Aug 1921 
Demobilized, 15 Aug 1922 
 
2 Balloon Company constituted, 18 Oct 1927 
Activated, 20 May 1930 
 
Balloon School Detachment Reconstituted and consolidated with 2 Balloon Company, 6 Aug  
     1930 
 
Redesignated 2 Balloon Squadron, 1 Oct 1933 
Disbanded, 3 Feb 1942 
 
2 Strategic Support Squadron constituted, 31 Dec 1948 
Activated, 14 Jan 1949 
Discontinued and inactivated, 15 Jun 1961 
 
2 Balloon Squadron reconstituted and consolidated with 2 Strategic Support Squadron.  



    Consolidated organization redesignated 2 Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron, 19 Sep 1985 
 
Redesignated 2 Special Operations Squadron, 11 Feb 2009 
Activated, 1 Mar 2009 
 
STATIONS 
Ft Omaha, NE, 25 Sep 1917 
Garden City, NY, 30 Nov-7 Dec 1917 
Camp de Coetquidan, Morbihan, France, 3 Jan 1918 
Camp de l'Ermitage (near Menil-la-Tour), France, 26 Feb 1918 
Villiers-sur-Marne, Aisne, France, 30 Jun 1918 
La Goneterie Ferme (near Bouresches), France, 22 Jul 1918 
Trugny (near Epieds), France, 25 Jul 1918 
Beuvardes, France, 28 Jul 1918 
Seringes-et-Nesles, France, 3 Aug 1918 
Chery-Chartreuve, France, 4 Aug 1918 
Courcelles-sur-Vesle, France, 12 Aug 1918 
La Queue de Theinard (near Domevre-en-Haye), France, 23 Aug 1918 
Bois de Remenauvaux (near Griscourt), France, 29 Aug 1918 
Bois de la Lampe (near Mamey), France, 12 Sep 1918 
St Pierre Ferme (near Fey-en-Haye), France, 15 Sep 1918 
Locheres, France, 22 Sep 1918 
Varennes-en-Argonne, France, 28 Sep 1918 
Cheppy, France, 2 Oct 1918 
Charpentry, France, 10 Oct 1918 
Apremont, France, 15 Oct 1918 
Chatel-Chehery, France, 25 Oct 1918 
Sommerance, France, 2 Nov 1918 
St Juvin, France, 3 Nov 1918 
Buzancy, France, 4 Nov 1918 
Sommauthe, France, 6 Nov 1918 
Authe, France, 7 Nov 1918 
Les Petites, Armoises, France, 8 Nov 1918 
Auzeville-en-Argonne, France, 11 Nov 1918 
Mercy-le-Haut, France, 21 Nov 1918 
Euren, Germany, 8 Dec 1918 
Colombey-les-Belles, France, c. 20 May 1919-unkn 
Mitchel Field, NY, c. 23 Jun 1919 
Ross Field, CA, Aug 1919 
Scott Field, IL, 3 Jul-15 Aug 1922 
Scott Field, IL, 20 May 1930 
Ft Bragg, NC, 19 Jun 1930 
Pope Field, NC, 1933-3 Feb 1942 
Biggs AFB, TX, 14 Jan 1949 



Walker AFB, NM, 18 Apr 1950 
Castle AFB, CA, 16 May 1951 
Pinecastle (later, McCoy) AFB, FL, 1 Sep 1956-15 Jun 1961 
Nellis AFB, NV, 1 Mar 2009 
 
ASSIGNMENTS 
Unkn, 25 Sep 1917-Jul 1918 
Balloon Wing (later, Balloon Group), I Army Corps, Jul 1918 
Balloon Group, IV Army Corps, 20 Nov 1918 
Balloon Group, VII Army Corps, 27 Apr-11 May 1919 
Unkn, May-Aug 1919 
Balloon School (later, Air Service Balloon Observers School), Ross Field, CA, Aug 1919-15 Aug  
    1922 
Sixth Corps Area, 20 May 1930 
First Army, 30 Dec 1940 
I Air Support Command, 1 Sep 1941-3 Feb 1942 
Eighth Air Force, 14 Jan 1949  
Fifteenth Air Force, 16 May 1951 
Second Air Force 1 Sep 1956 
Eighth Air Force, 1 Jan 1959 
321 Bombardment Wing, 1 Sep 1959-15 Jun 1961  
919 Operations Group, 1 Mar 2009 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
97 Bombardment Wing, 14 Jan 1949-18 Apr 1950 
509 Bombardment Wing, 18 Apr 1950-16 May 1951 
 
WEAPON SYSTEMS 
Type R Observation Balloon, 1918-1919 
C-3 Observation Balloon, 1930-1939 
A-6 and A-7 Spherical Balloons, 1930-1942 
C-6 Observation Balloon, 1938-c. 1941 
C-54D, 1949-1951 
C-124A, 1950-1961 
MQ-1 
 
COMMANDERS 
None (unmanned), 25 Sep-20 Oct 1917 
Maj M. C. Fleischmann, 21 Oct 1917 
LT Allan P. McFarland, 9 Jan 1918 
Capt William O. Butler, 1 Mar 1918 
LT Allan P. McFarland, 1 Jun 1918 
1st Lt Ira R. Koenig 11 Aug 1918 
Capt George F. Parris, Dec 1919-15 Jan 1921  



1st Lt Bruce N. Martin, 24 Jan 1921  
Capt Warner B. Gates, 25 Jul 1921-31 May 1922 
1st Lt William R. Turnbull, 20 May 1930  
Capt Alfred I. Puryear, 26 Jun 1930  
1st Lt William R. Turnbull, 2 Aug 1930 
Capt Alfred I. Puryear, 16 Sep 1930 
1st Lt Joseph W. Benson, 12 Aug 1933 
Maj Joseph W. Benson, 1 Oct 1933  
Capt Robert R. Selway, 21 Dec 1937 
Capt Sheldon B. Edwards, 1 Jul 1938 
Maj Neal Creighton, 25 Sep 1938 
Maj Joseph W. Benson, 15 Dec 1939 
Maj Ellsworth A. Powell, 14 Jan 1949 
Col Avery J. Ladd, 24 Mar 1950 
Lt Col James T. Brothers, 1 Aug 1952 
Lt Col Russell Cassity, Jan 1955 
Lt Col Vernon Q. Mullin, 1 Nov 1955 
Maj Leo H. Flowers, 9 Feb-15 Jun 1961 
Col Ray Pijma 
Lt Col Randal Russell 
Col Ray Pijma, Feb 2009 
Lt Col Brett M. Buras, 21 Nov 2009 
 
HONORS   
Service Streamers 
 
Campaign Streamers 
World War I 
Champagne-Marne 
Aisne-Marne 
St Mihiel 
Meuse-Argonne 
 
Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers 
 
Decorations 
Air Force Outstanding Unit Award 
[1 Mar 2009]-30 Jul 2010 
 
EMBLEM 
 



 
2 Strategic Support Squadron emblem 
 

        
 
2 Special Operations Squadron emblem: On a disc Azure, above in base a demi-sun Or, two 
bayonets in saltire, points up, blades Argent, grip, hand guard and pommel of the second, 
between the bayonet points two mullets of the like, over all a stylized scorpion Sable, detailed of 
the third, eyed Gules; all within a narrow Yellow border. Above the disc, a Yellow scroll edged 
with a narrow Blue border and inscribed “SEMPER VIGILANS” in Blue letters below the disc, a 
Yellow scroll edged with a narrow Blue border and inscribed “2 SPECIAL OPERATIONS SQ” in Blue 
letters. SIGNIFICANCE: Ultramarine blue and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors.  Blue 
alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air Force operations.  Yellow refers to the sun and the 
excellence required of Air Force personnel.  The 2 SOS traces its lineage to the 2 Balloon Company 
of WWI. Semper Vigilans, “Always Vigilant”, was the unit’s original motto and reflects both the 
heritage and readiness of the 2 SOS. The 2 Balloon Company was activated in time of conflict. 
Each star on the original WWI insignia represented unit involvement in a major campaign or 
combat operation; likewise the 2 SOS has been activated to conduct operations in support of the 
Global War on Terror (GWOT). The two stars on the 2 SOS emblem signify involvement in 
Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom. The scorpion characterizes the 
airborne mission capabilities of the 2 SOS. It is a predatory animal known for its ability to conceal 
itself and strike rapidly with deadly results. The tail and stinger represent reach and lethal power. 
The pedipalps (claws) are covered with sensory setae that detect airborne vibration and signify 



intelligence gathering and collection. The eyes atop the head symbolize the ability to see in the 
night and conduct intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance. The commando dagger, with its 
double-edged blade, symbolizes the versatility, assuredness and balanced war-fighting capability 
of the Air Force Special Operations. The two commando daggers, crossed, represent the 2 SOS’s 
ability to coordinate strikes, conduct joint special operations and build partnerships with other 
service components.  (Approved, 14 Jan 2010) 
 
MOTTO 
 
OPERATIONS 
The history of this company, like that of many other balloon companies, began at Fort Omaha, 
NE. All of the men had had several months' training prior to 12 Sep 1917, when we were officially 
organized   as Company B of the Second Balloon Squadron under the command of Major Max C. 
Fleischmann. During the following two months, our company was brought up to a high standard 
of efficiency, through the concerted efforts of our Commander and LT John H. Jouett. 
 
With the other companies of the Second Squadron, we left Fort Omaha, NE, 27 Nov 1917, for the 
concentration camp at Garden City, having as our officers, Maj Fleischmann, Commanding, and LT 
Allan P. McFarland, LT Stuart W. Kellogg, LT Ira R. Koenig and LT Frederic J. Grant. The command 
was taken by trolley to 16th and Howard Sts. Where a band from Fort Crook led the way to the 
Great Western Railroad Station and at 1600 the squadron was entrained. The balloon and 
transportation equipment was to the follow the command. The stay at Garden City was a very 
short one much to our desire, for we left there by train 7 Dec 1917, and journeyed to St. John, N. 
B., Canada, arriving 10 Dec 1917. Immediately upon our arrival, we embarked on the S. S. 
Tunisian for Halifax, Nova Scotia, where we steamed into the harbor on 12 Dec 1917, five days 
after the explosion which destroyed a part of that city.  
 
After lying inside for three days we commenced an uneventful voyage that finally landed us in 
Liverpool Harbor, Christmas morning. From Liverpool, we took the train to Southampton, 
spending a cold, miserable night at that place, sleeping on the ground with only a tent for shelter. 
27 Dec again saw us on board boat which took us across the Channel for a safe but wild ride, 
landing us at Le Havre, France, early the next morning. 
 
Our stay at this French port lasted only four days and then on 1 Jan 1918, the company entrained 
for Camp de Coetquidan in Southwestern France, which was an American Artillery Training Camp, 
where we arrived 3 Jan 1918. Company getting settled in quarters, infantry drills, simulated 
balloon drills. Officers receiving instructions in French Systems or maps and observation at the 
Artillery School of Instruction.  
 
9 Jan Balloon and equipment arrives. Major Max C. Fleischman departs. Lt Allan McFarland now 
CO 
 
9-23 Jan Balloon Co engaged on work of building balloon bed and road into balloon field, 
construction of barracks for riggers, guard, etc.  



 
On 23 Jan 1918, we got into the air for the first time on French soil. Trail ascent in ballast, altitude 
of 100 meters made to test rigging. This marked the first American balloon ascension in the 
American Expeditionary Forces. From this date until we left for the front, we were under French 
instructors and were constantly training with our artillery. Work seriously hampered by lack of 
motor transportation, lack of materials and by unfavorable weather.  
 
The first companies to arrive were distributed as follows Co A and D of 2nd Squadron to camp 
Souge. Co B to camp Coetquidan. Company C to Cuperly (Marne) for the established of the 
balloon school. The squadron HQ Maj John a Paegelow commanding was located at Camp Souge 
with the two Companies. Companies A and B inflated their balloon and had them in ascension on 
the same day, 23 Jan 1918 dividing the honors of having the first American military balloon in 
ascension in France. The time required for initial inflation of the balloons after arrival of 
companies at their stations was due entirely to railway congestion delaying the shipment of 
compressed hydrogen 
 
28 Jan Ascent at 0951 Lt Sebille, French Army and Lt McBrayne, 102 Reg, FA, Observers ranged 17 
shots for Battery A, 102 Regiment, Field Artillery. 16 Shots for Battery B, 102 Regiment, Field 
Artillery, 9 shots for Battery D, 102 Regiment, Field Artillery, 12 shots for Battery F, 102 Regiment, 
32 shots for Battery E, 102 Regiment, Field Artillery, 10 shots for Battery C, 102 Regiment Field 
Artillery, Descent at 1307 firing finished.  
 
It was not long before the instructors felt that we were ready for active service. So on 23 Feb, we 
began a three-day ride that ended at the Toul Front. 
 
On 26 Feb 1918, the 2nd Balloon Company moved into position near Royamieux, northwest of 
Toul, relieving a French Company. It was assigned to the 1st Division, 1st Corps, for work. Upon 
arrival of the 2nd Balloon Company at the front, it was inspected by the assistants of the Chief of 
Air Service, 1st Army Corps resulting in unfavorable reports. These consisting principally of the 
following: company strength below 170 prescribed by Tables of Organization; no machine guns, 
no machine gunners trained, lookouts untrained, and officers of the company without previous 
experience at the front. These deficiencies were well known to the officers in charge, Balloon 
section when the company was reported as ready for transfer from Camp Coetquidan to the Zone 
of the Armies and provision had been made in advance which would properly correct all of these 
deficiencies. The request for orders transferring this company contemplated that it would be sent 
to a quiet sector for battle training under general supervision of LTC Lahm and the particular 
supervision of the officers and NCOs of a French balloon company, complete arrangements for 
which had been made in advance by the balloon office, Z of A. Unfortunately, when the travel 
order was issued, the company commander was directed to report to the commanding general, 
1st Corps for duty thereby placing the company under the chief of Air Service, 1st Corps instead of 
under direction of Air Service Z of A for battle training.  
 
Specialists from French units remained with our balloon companies until the men had become 
sufficiently adept, which ordinarily required but a short time. After our own companies had been 



thus trained they themselves undertook the training of newly arriving American balloon units. 
The mission of these balloon companies was to regulate artillery fire, to locate targets, to report 
all activity within the enemy lines by day and, when possible, by night. 
 
20 Feb, No ascension in the morning on account of very poor visibility. Ascent in the afternoon 
for the purpose of dropping parachute, first one dropped from altitude of 250 meters, tension 
360, wind velocity 6 meters per sec. Parachute functioned properly but landed in a tree and was 
damaged. Second one dropped from altitude on 350 meters tension 280, wind velocity 9 meters 
per second. Parachute functioned properly and made a successful landing.  
 
5 Mar, Balloon ascended in morning at 0835, Cpt W O Butler and Lt Miller observers, visibility 
limited. Balloon descended at 0922 account poor visibility. At 1407 balloon ascended Capt Butler 
and Lt Sedgwick observers. Enemy balloon observed. Two enemy aeroplanes in the north. 
Artillery adjustment impossible. Balloon ascended 1457. One and half hour class in aeroplane 
spotting. 
 
8 Mar Observation suspended in the morning account of poor visibility and low hanging clouds. 
Observers Cpt Butler and Lt Miller. Aeroplane spotting class held for one and half hours.  
 
13 Mar No balloon ascensions in the morning of heavy fog. Machine gunners taken to Toul for 
practice in firing in the morning. Liaison with 34th Balloon Company by CO and with artillery HQ 
by Lt Sedgwick A meeting of Division Intelligence officers attended by Lt Sedgwick. Balloon 
ascended 1315 observers cpt Butler and Lt Eaton. Visibility good. Balloon descended 1422 
changed observers to LT Oddou and Lt Miller. Balloon descended at 1519. 
 
18 Mar, Company held at field ready for ascension but heavy mist prevented balloon operation, 
in morning. Basket parachute tested out at 1210 with very successful results. Balloon ascended at 
1442, Observers Cpt Butler and Lt Miller. Visibility poor. Observers changed at 1504. Maj 
Paegelow and Lt Miller. Ascension made by Mr. Larned of Air Service Investigating Committee 
with Cpt Butler. Trips also taken by officers accompanying him. Balloon descended at 1718. Night 
ascension, balloon ascended 2115, observer Lt McFarland. Visibility mediocre. Balloon descended 
2234. Liaison made with Battalion McCormick by the CO. Liaison with Artillery HQ by the Intel 
officer 
 
28 Mar, Machine gunners gave instructions in morning by expert from ordnance department. 
Balloon ascended 1235 observers Lt McFarland and Sedgwick. Visibility 7 kilometers. Balloon 
forced down 3 times by enemy planes. Enemy balloon seen in ascension from ground. Regulation 
with battery D-34 at 1545. Balloon forced down at 1556 by enemy plane in north. Balloon 
ascended 1605 and continued adjustment. Regulation finished at 1615. Balloon descended 1710. 
Small balloon bearing propaganda for the enemy sent up at intervals during the day. No Liaison. 
 
At the time of our arrival on the Front, the line was held by the First Division to whom we were 
assigned. During the few weeks that they were there, we worked at every opportunity with the 
artillery. Then on 3 Apr they were relieved by the 26th Division with whom we worked until 26 



Jun. At no time did the Front get real lively, as the sector was mainly used for training purposes, 
although the battles of Foret de Apremont, Seicheprey and Xivray took place. The enemy planes 
bothered us but very little while enemy artillery disturbed our work only in a few instances.  
 
5 Apr, Balloon taken from bed at 0618 observers Lt Sedgwick. Altitude 1375 meters. Many enemy 
balloons observed. Balloon forced down by enemy planes at 0906, 0950, 1142 and 1230. Balloon 
placed in bed at 1235. Balloon ascended 1349 observer Cpt Butler. Operations of enemy balloon 
observed. Balloon descended 1712. No Liaison. Lt Miller Wagner and Eaton depart for Artillery 
Instruction School. 
 
On 1 Jun LT McFarland again took command of the company, relieving Captain Butler. 
 
Then again came the rapid events that took place at Chateau-Thierry, but not until 26 Jun were 
we started for that sector with our friends, the 26th Division. However, we arrived there a week or 
so before the rest of the division, and consequently set to work with the Second Division then 
holding the line west of Chateau-Thierry. Our position was at Villers-sur-Marne, exactly four 
kilometers from the front line at the time of our arrival, but the attack upon Vaux, 1 Jul took the 
line one kilometer farther away. 
 
We were unable during the attack on Vaux to put the balloon into the air on account of orders, 
still an American observer and several of our men were sent to a French balloon company then in 
that sector in order to assist our artillery in the attack. 
 
27 Jun, No ascensions account of poor visibility. Equipment being packed preparatory to change 
of station. Balloon not deflated, being exchanged for a balloon already deflated with the relieving 
company: Co, D, 2nd Balloon Squadron. Left Camp de I’Ermitage near menil le Tour at 1900 Jun 27 
for Villiers sur Marne per verbal orders CO, 2nd Balloon Sq. Liaison None. Change of station being 
overland in trucks. 
 
28 Jun En route to Lilliers Sur Marne, Stopped about 0600 for breakfast and short rest. Started 
again about 1000 and traveled all day Camping at night in a small wood near Sezanne. 
 
29 Jun, Broke camp at 0600. Arrived Courcelles about 1030. Pitched camp near Courcelles 
remaining there balance of day while final arrangement were being made for the company to 
move up to the front. 
 
30 Jun, Remained in Camp at Courcelles until 1200 when company broke camp and started for 
Villiers sur Marne, arriving at latter place with all equipment about 1700. 
 
1 Jul, Getting company located in new quarters and unpacking equipment. 
 
2 Jul Balloon inflated and made trial flight under ballast. No Ascension for observation made. 144 
tubes of gas used. 
 



3 Jul, Balloon inflated previous day deflated account leaking badly and another balloon inflated 
making trial flight under ballast in the afternoon. No flights for observation made account poor 
visibility. 42 extra tubes of gas used in inflating second balloon. Liaison with G-2 and G-3 Division 
HQ 17th Field Artillery, 3rd Battalion 17th Field Artillery and Chief Signal Officer, 2nd Division by the 
Commanding Officer and Intelligence Officer. 
 
6 Jul, Balloon ascended 0947 observers Lt Murphy and Sedgwick visibility poor. Balloon 
descended 1020 balloon ascended 1137 same observers visibility 8 kilometers for observance 
only. Balloon attacked 1240 by enemy plane. Both observers jumped and landed safely. Balloon 
set on fire and burned by bullets from machine gun of enemy plane. New balloon secured from 
French Park inflated and made trial flight under ballast at 2145 same day. Two ascensions, no 
adjustment, no Liaison, 148 tubes of gas used for new balloon. LT Leo M. Murphy and LT Malcolm 
A. Sedgwick were the observers on that occasion and both made successful jumps. Balloon 74 
burned. 
 
Then on 15 Jul an unusual incident occurred. Late in the afternoon five French Spad planes flew 
slowly in the direction of our balloon. Because of the fact that they were clearly identified as 
Allied planes, no one paid any particular attention to them. In fact our observers, when the 
planes came close enough to the balloon, waved to the pilots in the planes. In answer all five 
planes opened fire in order as they circled the balloon, barely giving the observers a chance to 
escape. Either the pilots of the planes had become lost or else they were German pilots using 
French planes that had been captured in the German advance. Balloon 1211 burned. Balloon 
ascended 0601, observer Lt Phelps. Balloon descended 0607, low clouds. Balloon ascended 0915 
observers Lts Patterson and Phelps. 1130 began adjusting Battery Walk A-32 on Target 77.59-
61.80 began adjusting Battery Walk A-32 on target 77.59-61.80 completed 1200, 20 shots all 
observed. 1305 began adjusting Battery Walk A-31 on target 77.59-61.80, complete 1343, 11 
shots 8 observed. Adjustment discontinued at 1343 account enemy plane towards balloon 
causing observers to jump both landing safely. Balloon ascended 1545 observers Lt Patterson and 
Phelps. 1620 began adjusting Battery Walk K-3. Completed 15, 35, 18 shots all observed. 3 
ascension, 5 adjustments. Liaison with Army corps intelligence by intelligence officer and division 
intelligence by observer 3 tubes of gas added to balloon.  
 
16 Jul Balloon ascended 1516 observers Lt Henry and Dungan visibility good. At 1600 Spads 
Planes sighted in the northeast coming directly toward the balloon. They were fired upon and 
returned toward the German lines.  
 
The 2nd Balloon Company took active part in the operations north of Chateau—Thierry during the 
latter part of Jul 1918, while serving with the 1st Army Corps. Both these companies kept up with 
the advance at all times, the 2nd Company building six different balloon sheds within 10 days.  
 
All through the weeks preceding the Marne counter-offensive, we worked continually with our 
artillery. The noise, the increase in work, and the atmosphere that goes with a new sector 
seemed to put life into the men, making us ready and fit for what was to follow. 
 



Yet things did not begin in real earnest until the Marne counter-offensive got under full swing 
after 18 Jul The company first advanced to Gonetre Farm, where we operated for three days. At 
first telephone connections were impossible so until they were established we controlled artillery 
fire by means of a courier going from our position to the batteries. From then on we pressed 
forward, keeping always in close touch with the artillery of both the 26th and 42d Divisions and 
also that of the Corps. Throughout the entire advance the balloon was kept in the air without the 
loss of a single one. At no time were the roads perfect while often we were forced to repair them 
by filling in shell holes and constructing temporary bridges. In all, we traveled sixty-five 
kilometers or about forty miles, passing through Boiresches, Epieds, Beuvardes, Villers-sur-Fere, 
Fere-en-Tardenois, and to La Cruaus Farm which is one kilometer southwest of Chery-
Chartreuves. 
 
1 Aug, Balloon ascended 0511 observer LT Henry balloon descended 0529 poor visibility. Balloon 
ascended 0652, observer Lt Henry. Balloon descended 0729 poor visibility, Balloon ascended 
1050 observer Lt Henry. Balloon descended 1101 and ascended again at 1142 same 
observer.Balloon attacked by enemy plane at 1408 but driven off by machine gun fire balloon 
descended 1415 and ascended again at 1423 same observer. 1503 began adjusting Battery D-
148C. A. on target southwest corner of Lee Bons Hommes Farm. First two shots fired were lost 
account other batteries firing on same target and discontinued.  
 
7 Aug, Balloon ascended 1124 observers Lt Phelps visibility poor. Balloon descended 1147 balloon 
ascended 1354 observers Lt Phelps and Montgomery. Balloon descended 1431 account approach 
of a fleet of enemy planes. Balloon ascended 1505 observers Lt Phelps and Montgomery. Balloon 
attacked by 12 enemy planes and burned at 1630 both observers jumped and landed safely. 1Lt 
G. Phelps and 2Lt H. E. Montgomery jumped balloon 134 burned. New Balloon secured and ready 
for inflation. 
          
Time and time again during the fight, we had trouble with enemy planes. Instead of coming at us 
singly, the planes came in groups numbering from three to twelve planes. On 10 Aug seven 
enemy planes attacked us at once and after a desperate battle with our machine gunners they 
decided to withdraw. Again, only a few hours later, twelve came over the line at us in a ladder 
formation, the lowest plane making the attack on the balloon while the remaining eleven planes 
directed their fire against the company in general and the machine gun posts in particular. At the 
same time the company was under shell fire which was escaped by skillful maneuvering of the 
balloon. The planes finally, after several attempts, succeeded in setting the bag on fire. 
Observation balloon work during the Chateau-Thierry advance was exceedingly difficult and 
dangerous owing to the fact that the German planes practically controlled the air 
 
The drive by 12 Aug had quieted, down, so with the rest of the First Army. For about a week we 
lay at Courcelles and then took trucks for the Toul Sector arriving at position held by the Sixth 
Balloon Company, 24 Aug There we stayed under cover of the woods until the night of 28 Aug 
when we journeyed over to the Seventh Balloon Company's position near Griscourt, relieving 
them the following morning. 
 



The 2nd Balloon Company, stationed at Bois de Remenauville, was given a special mission, as 
advance surveillance balloon. It was ordered to maneuver to a point within four kilometers of the 
line, the night before the attack. Its duties were to report directly to the First Army Corps, 
message center, the progress of operations on the whole Corps front. It was to spot all enemy 
batteries and report the activity of the enemy artillery. It was also ordered to follow closely the 
progress of our infantry and tanks. 
 
3 Sep 1918 2Lt Frank Henry and Sgt S. C. Burham jumped balloon not burned.   
 
The Second Companies were in ascension throughout the day, making excellent reports on 
enemy activity and shell fire, but no adjustment of artillery was possible. An allied plane, flying at 
a low altitude, hit the cable of the Second Balloon Co. a short distance below the warning cone, 
and crashed to the ground not far from the winch position, killing both pilot and observer. 
 
This new sector proved to be the quietest one we had ever been on. Hardly a sound was heard 
from the artillery, day or night. The quietness, however, we soon found out was not to be for 
long, for on the night of 12 Sep reduction of the St. Mihiel salient began. Everything went through 
on schedule time so that the drive proved an easy one—really just a push for occupation. Yet in 
the few days that we were in that sector the usual work of adjusting, watching enemy batteries 
and troops and reporting to Headquarters information of importance was kept up as far as 
weather conditions would permit. 
In order that an efficient liaison might be continually maintained between the balloons and the 
divisional artillery with which they were working, an observer was sent from each company to 
the divisional artillery headquarters, and kept on continuous duty there during the hours of 
daylight. The Balloon Wing Commander ordered the companies to ascend at dawn the morning 
of the attack, and to remain in the air during the hours of daylight, weather and visibility per-
mitting. Unfortunately visibility was so poor on the morning of September 12th that observation 
was impossible. The same was true of the following day, although late in the afternoon of the 
13th the Second Balloon Co. ascended and observed on our artillery fire. 
 
14 Sep, Balloon ascended 0920, observer Lt Dungan visibility good. At 1045 Salmson plane no 17 
ran into our cable at 325 meters altitude short distance below the warning cone. Plane fell killing 
both pilot and observer. Cable damaged no damaged to balloon. Balloon descended.  
 
On 15 Sep all the companies of the Wing were in ascension, giving lengthy reports on general 
observations, covering enemy movements, hostile and friendly fire. Balloon descended 0648 to 
change observers. Balloon ascended 0705 observers Lt Dungan. 0947 enemy balloon burned. 
1115 began adjusting battery C-60th CAC on target 368.9-245.35, 20 shots, completed 1215, all 
observed. Balloon attacked and burned by enemy plane, at noon, 2Lt H. E. Dugan jumped balloon 
264 burned. Changed station to 371.700-324.800 and prepared to inflate balloon. One ascension 
one adjustment no liaison. No gas used. 
 
The first position allotted to us was close up to the "jump-off" line for the infantry, in fact it was 
only a little more than, a thousand meters from the closest point of the German front line 



trenches. The advance to this point was made during the early part of the night of the attack, in 
order to be in- position when the infantry went over the top early in the morning. Throughout the 
maneuvering a heavy storm was in progress with a high wind and a steady downpour of rain. 
This, together with the extreme darkness and traffic conditions, and the villages through which 
we had to pass, with their numerous overhead wires, made the maneuvering of the balloon to 
this advanced position one of the most difficult tasks we encountered while in service at the 
Front. The day after we reached that position we lost our fourth balloon. Then we made the only 
other advance that was necessary during the drive and that was close to Pont-a-Mousson which 
was practically the pivoting point of the drive. During the early part of the fight we worked with 
the Fifth Division and then later with the Artillery of the 78th Division. 
 
The weather during the first two days of the attack prohibited the regulation of artillery fire. The 
balloons, on subsequent days, however, conducted important and successful adjustments. On 16 
Sep the 2nd Company regulated 157 shots for batteries of 155s.  
 
19 Sep brought us new orders, so we packed up late in the evening, finally getting under way 
about midnight for our new station near Clermont-en-Argonne, where we arrived the evening of 
the next day. There we lay under cover until the 26th, carrying out no operations whatsoever. 
Then on the 
morning of 26 Sep began the Argonne-Meuse drive which was a fight for our troops from 
beginning to end. Weather conditions throughout the entire drive were against us, for it was only 
a couple of days at a time that we were able to use the balloon. Nevertheless we worked on the 
good days to the very limit of the time allotted us by the weather man. At first we were attached 
to the 35th Division and then to the First, 42d, 82d, 77th and 80th as the drive progressed. 
 
From 26 Sep to Nov we lived under the most trying conditions, without any relief. Weeks passed 
when we were working and sleeping in mud six inches deep. During those trying days it was 
seldom that we were dry. Two French balloon companies and one American company were put 
out of action on account of sickness, but we managed, probably through luck, to stick it out. 
 
26 Sep, Balloon inflated and ascended at 0715 Lt Moe and Dungan, General offensive along 
considerable portion of front has started and progressing favorable. Balloon descended 1332 to 
change observers an ascended with Lt Fox and Henry observing. 1418 two American balloons to 
our right burned burning balloon falling on one parachute, observer killed. 1535 enemy plane 
burned two more allied balloons on our right. Balloon descended 1805. Two ascension, no 
adjustment. Mission, general surveillance, 152 tubes of gas used to inflate new balloon and 
added during day.  
 
Maneuvering was often very difficult as the traffic on account of road conditions was very 
congested. One night is well remembered by the men. We began a new move forward late in the 
afternoon but as traffic was jammed, we succeeded in covering only about one-half the distance 
to our position. For several hours we waited for an opening in the traffic but none came. By this 
time darkness had settled, a strong wind had come up, yet the old bag sailed steadily in the upper 
currents. Still we waited while the wind changed from, the steady kind to a very gusty one. 



Immediately trouble began for us. In the first place-there were only some forty or fifty men there 
to handle the balloon, as the rest had gone on earlier to make ready the new position. It was 
finally decided to try to get the bag to the ground and bed her down with what men were 
present. In turning around, it took all the men that could, be placed on one side of the winch to 
straighten it out on the road and keep it from being dragged sideways into the ditch. Credit must 
be given to the winch crew that night for it was their careful playing of the cable that finally got 
the balloon in a fair condition down within reach of the men. From then on it was a fight for the 
men to bed her. Yet, somehow it was accomplished, but even then we could not leave the 
balloon to the wind which was trying its best to rip her loose from her moorings. All night long, 
we watched every rope, standing in the rain and wind, only to find when the dawn had broken 
that the old bag had seen her last, for rope after rope was broken, seams were strained and the 
gas through the night had diminished to about half. The only thing possible was done, so we 
deflated and turned in the remains for salvage. About two weeks later we lost our fifth balloon. 
 
23 Oct, Balloon ascended 0636, observers Lt Henry and Sgt Burnham, visibility poor. Balloon 
descended 0655 Balloon ascended 0953, Observers Lt Henry and Sgt Burham 1145 began 
adjusting Battery F-59 with 2 shots both observed. 1150 began adjusting Battery B-319th Field 
Artillery on target in conjunction with Battery F-59th CAC 10 shots for F. Battery, all observed, 6 
shots observed for Battery B, completed 1232. Third balloon on our right burned by enemy plane, 
1240 began adjusting battery F-59th on center of town of St George, 10 shots, all observed. 
Balloon descended to change observers. Balloon ascended 1336 observers Lt Batten and Sgt 
Pollard visibility 9 kilometers for adjustments. 1425 began adjusting Battery C-59th CAC on target 
304.5-289.1, 4 shots all observed. 1503 began adjusting Battery C-59th CAC on target, 8 shots, 8 
observed. Balloon descended 1610 to change observers. Balloon ascended 1619, observers Lt 
Batten, Passengers Maj Wallace. Balloon burned 1635 by enemy plane both observer and 
passenger jumped and landed safely. Three ascensions, 5 adjustments. 6 Tubes of gas used. 
Liaison with balloon group HQ by CO, G-2, G-3, 82nd Division, 157th Artillery Brigade, HQ and 319th 
Field Artillery headquarters by intelligence officer.  
 
29 Oct, Balloon ascended 1457, observers Lt Gweeny and Sgt Burnham visibility poor and balloon 
descended 1520. One ascension no adjustment 8 French tubes of gas used. Liaison with CO and 
artillery liaison officers of 164th Infantry Brigade, 82nd Division HQ. 157th Artillery Brigade  HQ 
Communications officer of 152nd Artillery Brigade of 77th Division Co 305th Field Artillery of 77th 
Division and AIS 1st Corps by Intelligence Officer, PFC Oscar M. Parry slightly wounded by machine 
gun fire from enemy plane, sent to hospital. 
 
After 2 Nov 2 the infantry made such rapid progress, that every other branch of service had great 
difficulty in keeping up. Balloons were no exception, nevertheless, our company kept on the road 
of advance just as much as conditions would allow. We passed through, during this advance, 
Varennes, Charpentry, Apremont, Chatele Chehery, Somerance, St. Juvin, Buzancy, Authe, and to 
Saummuthe where we received instructions to proceed to Yonoq via Les Petite Armoises on 
account of blocked traffic and mined roads. On arriving at the latter place we received notice to 
wait there until further orders. These came on 10 Nov and by the time the Armistice went into 
effect next morning we were well on our way to Auzeville just southeast of Clermont-en-



Argonne. 
 
12 Nov, Company in camp Auzeville, France, The following is a routine of work and calls while in 
camp: All motor transportation including trailers will be put into the best condition possible. All 
balloon equipment will be checked and cleaned into the supply park.  
 
This relief from the Front on account of the cessation of hostilities was the first permanent relief 
from active service in nearly nine months. The last five months on the Front, except in just a few 
instances, the men never slept under any shelter but that of "pup tents." 
 
Although our stay at Auzeville was short, it proved long enough for the men to clean up and put 
themselves in the best of condition for whatever might be required of them. On 21 Nov as a part 
of the Fourth Army Corps of the Third Army, we commenced our advance into Germany, finally 
taking up our station at Trier, Germany, on 8 Dec 1918. 
 
Arrival in France Dec. 28, 1917 
Arrival at the front Feb. 26, 1918 
Days ascensions made in S.O.S 19 
Days ascensions made in Z.O.A 154 
Total days ascensions made 173 
Number of ascensions made in S.O.S. 55 
Number of ascensions made in Z.O.A. 316 
Total number of ascensions made 371 
Total number of hours in air S.O.S. 47.46 
Total number of hours in air Z.O.A. 529.00 
Total number of hours in the air 576.46 
Artillery adjustments in S.O.S. 18 
Artillery adjustments in Z.O.A 106 
Total number or artillery adjustments 124 
Enemy shells observed 518 
Enemy aircraft observed 2211 
Enemy balloons observed 371 
Enemy artillery batteries observed 121 
Enemy traffic on road and railroad observed 165 
Smoke, fires and flares observed 182 
Explosions observed 318 
Jumps from basket 12 
Balloons attacked 8 
Balloons burned 4 
Balloons destroyed 
Observers killed 
Observers captured 
 



Arrived at the port of New York, NY, on 22 June 1919 on the U.S.S. Patria as Balloon Company No. 
2. Transferred to Garden City, NY, and arrived there on the same day. Transferred on 11 August 
1919 to Ross Field, Arcadia, CA, and assigned to the Army Balloon School.  
 
Participated in surveillance of forested area in southern California for purpose of spotting fires, 
Aug-Nov 1919. 
 
Reorganized on 1 October 1921 and redesignated as the Air Service Balloon School. Further 
redesignated as the Air Service Balloon School Detachment 19 December 1921. Demobilized on 
31 May 1922 at Ross Field. 
 
Constituted in the Regular Army on 18 October 1927 as the 2nd Balloon Company, allotted to the 
Eighth Corps Area, and assigned to the 26th Balloon Group. Fort Sam Houston, TX, designated as 
headquarters on organization, but the unit was never organized at that location.  
 
Withdrawn from the Eighth Corps Area on 1 September 1928 and allotted to the Sixth Corps 
Area. Organized on 20 May 1930 at Pope Field, Fort Bragg, NC, and attached to Headquarters, 
Fourth Corps Area.  
 
Supported activities of the Coast Artillery Barrage Balloon Training Center at Camp Davis, NC, 
1940-1941.  
 
After activation again in 1949; provided airlift support and transported fissionable materials and 
nuclear weapons components.  
 
In the 1950s, provided airlift support for several nuclear tests.  
 
26 January 1950 A C-54D 42-72469, departs Elmendorf Air Force Base, Alaska, for Great Falls Air 
Force Base, Montana, with a crew of 8 and 36 passengers (34 service personnel and 2 civilians). 
Two hours into a planned eight-and-a-half hour flight, at 1709 hrs. it makes its last contact by 
radio and has been missing since. Despite a massive air and ground search at the time and 
repeated searches since 1950, no trace of the aircraft or its occupants has been found, nor has 
the cause of the aircraft's disappearance been determined. 
 
In July 1950, as the unit is preparing for the arrival of its first C-124A. At the time, the unit was 
equipped with C-54 and was stationed at Biggs AFB. The squadron was redeployed to Walker 
AFB, Roswell, New Mexico, and nicknamed the "Globe Girdlers". 
 
C-124A, Serial No. 49-235 arrived at Walker AFB on 17 Jul. It was the first C-124A delivered to the 
Air Force for operational purposes. That first airplane was named "Apache Chieftain", and the 
other C-124s in the squadron received similar Indian names. 
 
The squadron received four additional C-124As during August. By this time, a training syllabus 
had been set up. Pilots were given 19 hours of "dual" and 5 additional hours of "solo" time in the 
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airplane before being cleared for cross-country flights. The squadron flew three missions in the 
Zone of Interior during the month. In September, seven additional C-124As arrived at the unit. 
This brought the squadron to its full complement of 12 C-124As. The unit's C-54s, or at least some 
of them, were still flying and performing regular missions with the squadron at this time, as 
evidenced by the 31 missions flown by Skymasters during the month. 
 
In October the squadron received a tasking to train C-124 crews in response to the activation of 
the 3rd Strategic Support Squadron. The specific tasking is to train four crews, but the squadron's 
intent was to train as many crews as possible if time allowed. 
 
The squadron's C-124s were grounded in November due to severe nose wheel shimmy problems. 
Corrective action was taken by Douglas Aircraft Corporation and 2 SSS maintenance personnel, 
and the first airplane was back in the air on the 19th. Between the 19th and 23rd all aircraft were 
modified and released for operational commitments. 
 
In December, some of the squadron's personnel, including aircrews, were transferred to the 
newly organized 3rd Strategic Support Squadron. In January, replacement personnel, all pilots, 
arrived in the squadron.  
 
In May 1951, the squadron moved to Castle AFB, CA, where it remained until reassigned to the 
Air Material Command as a Logistics Support Squadron. 
 
“This is a great mission for the Air Force Reserve,” said Col. Ray Pijma, 2 SOS commander. 
“Unmanned aerial systems is a growing field — probably the fastest-growing in the Air Force — 
and we are proud to be a part of it.” As Colonel Pijma accepted the 2 SOS banner from Maj. Gen. 
Frank Padilla, 10th Air Force commander, and officially assumed command of the squadron, three 
members of the new unit were missing. As the rest of the squadron stood in formation in a small 
theater on Nellis, a pilot, sensor operator and mission coordinator were holed up in a ground 
control station a few hundred yards away, maneuvering a Predator and pointing its on-board 
cameras at critical targets on the ground thousands of miles away.  
     “We operate this CAP 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year,” Colonel Pijma said. 
“It’s a very demanding schedule, but we have some great volunteers here in the 2 SOS, and they 
are committed to getting the job done.” “The 2 SOS went from zero to hero in less than a year, 
General Padilla said. The squadron started June 1, 2008, as Det. 1 of the 919th Operations Group. 
“They reached IOC (initial operational capability) by June 1 of this year and are already flying a 
combat air patrol. They wrapped their arms around this CAP and took it over as their own,” the 
general said.  
     Part of the Air Force’s Total Force Integration program, which is designed to blend together 
regular Air Force, Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard operations, the 2 SOS is a classic 
associate Reserve squadron with a bit of a twist. It’s geographically separated from both its 
parent unit, the 919th Special Operations Wing at Duke Field, Fla., and its host associate unit, the 
regular Air Force 3rd SOS at Cannon AFB, N.M. It’s also geographically separated from the aircraft 
it operates. “All of the aircraft we operate are owned by the active-duty, and they’re all 
downrange,” Colonel Pijma said. “We have Air Force personnel launching and recovering the 



vehicles in theater, and we pick them up via satellite control and run the mission once the 
Predator is up in the air,” said Lt. Col. George Wilson, a Predator pilot assigned to the 2 SOS. 
     Using satellite data links, pilots like Colonel Wilson use a computer keyboard and joystick to 
maneuver the Predator while sensor operators, like Senior Master Sgt. David Owens, control the 
variable-aperture TV camera, the variable-aperture infrared camera (for low-light and nighttime 
use) and other sensors as the mission requires. “We also can use a laser to guide the Hellfire 
missiles,” Sergeant Owens said. Predators can be equipped with laser guided AGM-114 Hellfire 
anti-tank missiles for situations where immediate action against a target is required. Colonel 
Wilson and Sergeant Owens are typical of most members of the 2 SOS in that they have a wealth 
of experience in manned aircraft systems.  
     And while operating an unmanned aerial system is very different from flying a C-130, for 
example, there are some similarities. “There are a lot of things unique to operating a UAV, but 
basic aviation knowledge carries over,” Colonel Wilson said. “Personally, I don’t like the whole 
computer thing. It takes some getting used to. The aviation concepts are the same, but the 
dimensions of the mission and the machine are different.” While Colonel Wilson personally 
prefers the cockpit to a UAV’s ground control station, he knows he is providing an invaluable 
service to America’s war fighters.  
     It doesn’t matter what day of the week it is or the time of day: Air Force Reservists from the 2 
Special Operations Squadron at Nellis Air Force Base, Nev., are operating an MQ-1 Predator 
unmanned aerial vehicle as it soars over a war zone half a world away, providing critical real-time 
information and intelligence to special operations forces and other troops on the ground in Iraq 
and Afghanistan. The 2 SOS was officially activated June 6, but five days earlier, the 2 became the 
first Reserve squadron to assume command of a UAV combat air patrol – a 24/7 orbit over a 
critical area of a combat zone. “I’m here for one reason and that’s to support the guys on the 
ground,” he said. “What they are going through in theater is a lot tougher than anything we have 
to deal with here.  
     I’ll do whatever I can to help those guys.” A former loadmaster, Sergeant Owens, who serves 
as the 2 SOS superintendent, also sees some similarities in flying manned and unmanned 
systems. “One thing that is critical in both situations is communication,” he said. “I’m constantly 
talking with the pilot, and we’re communicating with the mission coordinator inside. The mission 
coordinator is talking with the customer on the ground. The pilot might have to turn the aircraft a 
certain way to get me a better picture for the troops on the ground, and I might have to change 
my picture view depending on how we have to fly. Also, you have different airplanes stacked up 
above you and below you that you have to keep in contact with.  
     There is constant communication among everybody involved.” The past year has certainly 
been a busy one for the men and women of the 2 SOS. And it doesn’t look like there will be a 
slowdown anytime soon. “Our next goal is FOC, full operating capability,” Colonel Pijma said. 
“That will be achieved as we continue to grow and obtain the capability to conduct surge 
operations to support a second CAP.” The colonel estimates the squadron will reach FOC by the 
fall of 2010. As they work toward FOC, the experienced and dedicated volunteers assigned to the 
2 SOS will continue to provide war fighters on the ground with intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance support. “Like many other UAV squadrons, the 2 SOS is comprised of people with 
a wide range of experience: AC-130 gunships, MC-130 Combat Talons, A-10s, Harriers, F-14s, F-
15s, F-16s, F-18s and Stealth fighters, bombers, tankers, airlifters, and even helicopters,” Colonel 



Pijma said. “But the real strength of the squadron lies in the civilian backgrounds of our 
members: commercial pilots, general contractors, attorneys, med techs, software engineers, 
property managers and small business owners — volunteers all.” 2009 
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